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Date:
Monsoons

Monsoons dominate India’s climate.
Monsoons are strong, often violent winds that
change direction with the season. Monsoon
winds blow from cold to warm regions because
cold air takes up more space than warm air. So,
monsoons blow from the land
toward the sea in winter
and from the sea toward
land in the summer.
India’s winters
are hot and dry.
The monsoon
winds blow from
the northeast and
carry little moisture.
India’s winters are
hot because the
mountains of the Himalayas form a barrier that
prevents cold air from passing onto the
subcontinent. Additionally, most of India lies
between the Tropic of Cancer and the equator,
so the sun’s rays shine directly on the land. The

temperature can reach as high as 110oF during
the Indian winter.
The summer monsoons roar onto the
subcontinent from the southwest. The winds
carry moisture from the Indian Ocean and bring
heavy rains from June to September. The
torrential rainstorms often cause violent
landslides. Monsoon rains have swept away
entire villages.
Despite the potential for destruction, many
Indian people welcome the summer monsoons.
Farmers depend on the rains to irrigate their
land. In addition, the monsoons provide water
power that generates electricity.
Pakistan is drier than India. The summer
monsoon winds in India bring moisture from
the Indian Ocean; on the other hand, Pakistan
is north of the ocean and receives much less
rain. The Thar Desert lies on the border
between India and Pakistan. It covers more
than 77,000 square miles, which is an area
about the size of Nebraska.

Fill in the Blanks
A monsoon is a w______ that changes d________________ with the s____________.
India’s m____________ winds create h____, dry winters and r________ summers. Indian
farmers *w____________ the s_________ monsoons, although they can bring great
d____________________ to their land. The m____________ rains i_______________ their
land. Also, a great deal of India’s e___________________ is generated by monsoon r________ as
they flow from the H________________.

Answer in complete sentences

*1. When is the best time to visit India? Explain your answer.

2. Why are the summer monsoons welcomed in India?

*This is a higher order learning question. You must answer the question to the best of your ability, but any reasonable
answer will be graded as correct.

